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This study focuses on analyzing the shift of adverb translation using the theory of 
translation shift by Catford. This study aims at 1) classifying the translation shift 
of adverb found in “Born Under A Million Shadows” and its translation, 2) 
describing the equivalence and non equivalence of the adverb translation found in 
“Born Under A Million Shadows”  and its translation. 
This research applies descriptive qualitative method. The data is a novel by 
Andrea Busfield entitled “Born Under A Million Shadows”. The way to collect 
data is using docummentation method. The analyzed data are adverb found in the 
novel “Born Under A Million Shadows”. The results show that there are 101 data 
or 38,99%  belong to category shift and 158 data or 61,01% belong to level shift. 
On the category shift translation, there are 9 sub, namely: 1) adverb is translated 
into adjective, 2) adverb is translated into verb, 3) adverb is translated into 
numeral, 4) adverb is translated into noun, 5) adverb is translated into yang + 
adverb, 6) adverb is translated into yang + verb, 7) adverb is translated into dan + 
verb, 8) adverb is translated into dan + adverb, and 9) adverb is not translated. 
While the level shift translation, there are 6 sub, namely: 1) adverb is translated 
into adverb phrase, 2) adverb is translated into adjective phrase, 3) adverb is 
translated into verb phrase, 4) adverb is translated into clause, 5) adverb is 
translated into yang + adverb phrase, and 6) adverb is translated into yang + 
adjective phrase. On the equivalent of translation, there are 207 data or 79.93% 
data belong to equilvalent translation and 52 data or 20.07% data belong to non 
equivalent translation, so the research assume that the translation of adverb in 
“Born Under A Million Shadows” novel is good.  
Keyword: translation, translation shift, adverb, equivalent. 
 
